YEAR IN REVIEW

A look at our efforts and accomplishments

TEAMS AND INITIATIVES

JOINT MAYOR’S ENVIRONMENTAL TEAM

The E-Team met 10 times in 2019 and through our joint actions improved two properties to the point that they could be removed from our priority list and another two properties from our monitoring list. Two new members representing the Neighborhood Preservation Clinic, one new Code Enforcement Inspector with the NPA team were added, and Two new agencies (Blight Authority of Memphis and the Healthy Homes Partnership of Memphis).

STRATEGIC CODE ENFORCEMENT MANAGEMENT ACADEMY

This year, SCEMA was held for the third consecutive year at the University of Memphis with 10 cities participating. SCEMA 2020 is set for March 26-27.

NORTH MEMPHIS SPARCC INITIATIVE

North Memphis was chosen as one of the inaugural sites for the SPARCC initiative form Enterprise Community Partners to prevent displacement by investing in community identified capital projects. NPI has participated as a strategic partner of the North Memphis site which has named itself the Neighborhood Collaborative for Resilience (NCR).
PARTNERSHIPS

Partnership efforts include the Healthy Homes Partnership, the Strategic Code Enforcement Management Academy, and continued support of ULI Memphis in coordinating the UrbanPlan Program. NPI has also worked hand-in-hand with Clean Memphis, BLDG Memphis, Innovate Memphis, and others.

COMMUNITY EVENTS

IN THE ABSENCE DOCUSERIES SCREENINGS

Seven chapter releases
One premier at the Indie Memphis Film Festival
One screening for division of public works

BEST MEETINGS

11 meetings
Accomplished 100% of action plan goals

POLICY BRIEFINGS

Hosted several meetings including two with esteemed thought leaders Dr. Andre Perry and Dr. David Williams